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Abstract

The basic trie structure has the desirable feature of O(j W j) access time to

determine if key word W is present but tries also have the undesirable feature of
an excessive amount of wasted storage. A variation of the trie, called a VLC trie,
addresses the issue of wasted storage when storing large static data sets while main-
taining the O(jW j) access time. The VLC trie applies a divide and conquer approach
to minimize storage requirements through the e�cient storage of the di�erent com-

ponents of the basic trie structure.
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Introduction

Given a set S of n distinct keys from a key space of L = f m j m 2 ��g over
alphabet �, a frequently asked question is \Is x 2 S?" for some x 2 L. Instances of this
question arise in compiler construction (\Is x a valid token?" \Is X a desirable code
optimization?"), information retrieval (\Is x spelled correctly?" \Is x a valid entry

into �le F?"), data compression (\Is X a substring that should be compressed?"), as

well as many other computer science and information processing �elds. Two desirable
features for any structure implemented to answer this question, in any of its instances,

is fast access time while requiring minimal storage space. One particular tree data
structure, called a trie [De La Brandais 59, and Fredkin 60], stores the set S and

can answer the question \Is x 2 S" with an access time of O(j x j). A primary

disadvantage of tries is their low utilization of storage space. To address this problem,
several variations of tries have been proposed by De La Brandais in [De La Brandais
59], Fredkin in [Fredkin 60], Comer in [Comer 76, Comer 76b, Comer 79], Comer and

Sethi in [Comer 77, Comer 85], Maly in [Maly 76], Knuth in [Knuth 73], Al-Suwaiyel

in [Al-Suwaiyel 79], Al-Suwaiyel and Horowitz in [Al-Suwaiyel 84], D�urre in [D�urre 84]

and Purdin in [Purdin 90]. While some of the variations have maintained the ability
to dynamically change the contents of S, the variations that most e�ectively reduce
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the storage requirement require a non-trivial amount of time for constructing the trie

and thus impose the condition that S be static. Even with this imposition on S, the

storage requirement of the trie variants is not substantially better than some of other

data structures that are commonly used especially when the construction time for the

trie variants is considered. A new approach to minimizing the storage requirement of

the trie structure, when storing a static data set, is presented in this paper. The new

approach employs a divide and conquer approach to reduce the storage requirement

of the whole trie while maintaining the O(j x j) access time of the trie data structure.

The paper begins with a brief review of the basic trie structure and an explana-

tion of the Single-Linked Compression technique developed by D�urre. In the second

section, an explanation of the transformation from the basic trie structure to the

VLC trie structure is presented. In the third, and �nal section, the performance of

the VLC trie structure is examined when given static test data sets from two large

databases.

Trie Basics

A trie is an M-ary tree where each node consists of an M-positional vector of
pointers that correspond to the symbols in the trie alphabet. The trie is constructed
such that the M-way branch in a node at level i is dependent on the symbol at the
(i + 1)st position of the key word. The trie alphabet is an ordered, �nite set of symbols

where one of the symbols is a special symbol serving as the end-of-string symbol. A
trie may either be represented as a tree or as a matrix as shown in �gure 1. Both
tries in �gure 1 contain the words fi, is, that, these, thisg and the trie alphabet for
these tries contains f @, a, e, h, i, s, tg with the `@' symbol being de�ned as the
end-of-string symbol. A key word is contained in a trie as a unique path from the

root to a leaf. The pointers between trie nodes within the tree representation are
implicit while within the matrix representation the pointers are explicit.1

A primary feature of the trie structure is that if S is the set of all key words
contained in the trie, then a node p at level i partitions S by de�ning the subsets of
all key words that have the same pre�x of length i de�ned by the path from the root

to node p. For example, node four in �gure 1 de�nes the subset of key words that
begin with the pre�x \th-". An important e�ect of this feature is that the trie stores

the characters of common pre�xes once. Thus instead of six characters to store the

three words with the \th-" pre�x, the trie uses two characters. This means that if
(1) the data set stored in the trie is large enough, (2) there is a high percentage of
common pre�xes, and (3) most null pointers are removed from the structure then the

number of bytes needed to store the trie structure will be less than the number of

bytes needed to store the original data set. In other words, indexing the data set may
reduce the amount of memory needed to store a data set.

Toward the goal of exploiting this feature of tries, all trie variations have fo-
cused on the various techniques to remove null pointers from the structure. One

particular technique, proposed by D�urre and later investigated by Purdin, is called

1Within the tree representation node 4 may be stored anywhere in memory; there is no explicit

link between node number and storage address. Within the matrix representation trie node 4 will

be located at row 4 of the matrix.
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(b) matrix representation

node @ a e h i s t

0 { { { { 1 { 3

1 (1) { { { { 2 {

2 (2) { { { { { {

3 { { { 4 { { {

4 { 5 7 { 10 { {

5 { { { { { { 6

6 (3) { { { { { {

7 { { { { { 8 {

8 { { 9 { { { {

9 (4) { { { { { {

10 { { { { { 11 {

11 (5) { { { { { {

Figure 1: Two trie representations containing words fi, is, that, these, thisg with

� = f @, a, e, h, i, s, tg
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rel. ptr -3 1 (1) {2 3 (2) 4 {2 {8 {1 (3) {2 (5) 0 {2 1 (4)

Figure 2: Construction of a Single-Linked Compressed Trie.

Trie Compression. Trie Compression removes null pointers by merging the nodes of

the trie into a two-dimensional array. Figure 2 shows the compression of the trie
given in �gure 1. The �rst dimension of the Single-Linked Compressed (SLC) trie
contains the character associated with each non-null pointer. The second dimension
implements the pointers between trie nodes by providing a relative pointer from the
current location in the SLC array to the location where the desired node has been

placed in the SLC array. For example, node 0 contains a pointer to node 3. This
pointer is placed in cell 3 of the SLC array. Node 3 is merged into the SLC array at
cell 1. The relative pointer for cell 3 is thus �2. The compressed trie has the access
relationship:

chr[i + ptr[i] + ord(KEY[i])] = KEY[i].

This compression technique works well to remove the null pointers from the trie
structure, but the size of the relative pointer when storing large data sets becomes

a major factor in the storage requirements of the SLC trie. In general, each relative
pointer must be able to point from the �rst cell to the last cell in the SLC array.

Although restricting the order in which nodes are merged into the SLC array can

have an e�ect on the size of the relative pointer by localizing the node of a subtrie
to a certain area, results obtained from this technique will be very speci�c to the
particular data set. Realizing that only a relatively small number of SLC cells contain

the excessively large relative pointers and that these cells were primarily found in the

node at the top of the trie, a technique that separated out the nodes in the top
of the trie and individually compressed the remaining subtries was proposed and
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investigated. A structure called the VLC trie resulted from these investigations.

VLC Trie

The VLC trie is constructed from a trie by establishing a partition of the trie

edge set and a decomposition of the trie node set. In particular, trie T is decomposed

into f �; t1; t2; � � � ; tng such that � contains the top k levels of T and each ti is a subtrie

de�ned by the edges between the k and (k + 1) levels of the trie. To complete the

construction, each ti is compressed using the smallest cell size possible (cell size is

allowed to vary from one subtrie to the next) and each node in � is converted to a

linked list of chained records.

The process of converting the trie nodes in � into the linked list of chained

records in the VLC trie is straight forward. Each non-null pointer in the nodes in

� is represented in a sequential list of records with the �rst non-null pointer of the

root node being placed in the �rst cell of the list. Non-nulls from the same trie node
are chained together by a one bit ag that is set to indicate when the next record in

the list is from the same node as the current record. A pointer from one trie node to
another is represented by a pointer to the �rst record of the chained list of non-nulls.
Included in the list record is a �eld that contains the character associated with each
non-null pointer2 and a �eld that indicates the number of bytes used in a compression
of a subtrie.

Figure 3 graphically shows the VLC trie structure when the top two levels of
the trie are stored in the � list. The chain bits in the top row of cells indicate that
cells 1 through 6 contain all the non-null pointers that were contained in the root
node of the trie and that cells 142 and 143 constitute all of the non-null pointers in a
secondary trie node. Two paths are drawn in the �gure, the left most path represents

the path for the pre�x \es-" and the right most path represents the pre�x \un-".
Notice that a linear search of the chained records is needed to determine if a given
character is present. The search would terminate in one of three states: (1) the search
character is found, (2) an unset chain bit encountered before the search character is
found, or (3) character that is larger than the search character is encountered. A

search terminated in either state two or three means that the search character is not

present and subsequent search is not needed.
At the bottom of �gure 3 three compressed subtries are identi�ed. The purpose

in identifying these subtries is to stress the fact that each subtrie is compressed with

the smallest cell size possible and that the number of bytes per compressed subtrie

cell is stored in the linked list structure. List cell 540 indicates that byte 32 in the

compressed trie byte stream is the �rst byte in a compressed subtrie and that each

cell is three bytes in length for this particular compressed subtrie.
As a �nal note about the VLC trie structure, notice that the pointer in the

linked list record is either a list cell address or a subtrie byte address and that no
explicit ag is given to indicate which type of pointer it is. A ag indicating the type

of pointer is not needed since the list structure contains the top k levels of the trie.

2This explicit representation of the character is omitted in the standard trie representation since

the character can be determined by the placement of the non-null pointer in the array of pointers.

The process of removing all null pointers makes the explicit statement of the character necessary.
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Tau list structure containing a character �eld, a list/subtrie cell pointer �eld, subtrie

cell size mask, and list chain bit.
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List/Subtrie cell pointer.
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List chain bit.
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Figure 3: VLC Trie Structure.

An implementation of the VLC trie could record k separately from the structure and

thus know that the �rst k { 1 pointers will be list cell pointers. Alternatively, the
subtrie byte address pointers may be identi�ed without knowing k by realizing that

a non-zero subtrie cell size only occurs when the pointer �eld contains a subtrie byte

address.
The access time for determining if word W = c1 � � � ckck+1 � � � cw is stored in the

VLC trie is composed of two parts.3 The �rst part corresponds to accessing the list
structure with the pre�x c1 � � � ck. Traversing the chained linked list requires between

3Note: By convention, character cw of W is required to be the end-of-string character.
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k and �k comparisons where � is the size of the trie alphabet. The second part of the

access time corresponds to accessing the compressed subtrie with the su�x ck+1 � � � cw.
Since compressing the subtrie does not a�ect the access time of the subtrie, the access

time will be proportional to the number of characters in the su�x which is w � k.

The number of comparisons needed in the best case situation will be proportional to

k+w�k = w which means the best case access time is O(j W j) access time. For the

worst case situation, there will be �k + w � k comparisons made, but realizing that

both k and � are constants one sees that the worst case access time for the VLC trie

is O(j W j). This means that converting a trie to a VLC trie does not unduly a�ect

the access time of a standard trie.

VLC Trie Performance

The performance of the VLC trie, in terms of calculated storage requirements,

were derived using data sets generated from two databases. Both databases con-
tained 351,644 key words. The �rst database, called WORDS, contained English

words, names and abbreviations; while the second database, called NUMBERS, con-
tained unique nine-digit numbers randomly selected from the range 000,000,000 to
999,999,999. Test sets ranged in size from 10,000 to 351,644 key words and were gen-
erated from each database by partitioning the database into as many sets as possible
for a given test set size. For example, there were 35 test sets containing 10,000 key

words while there were only three test sets containing 100,000. Partitioning of the
databases into test sets was chosen to ensure that results were not unduly a�ected by
nearly identical data sets. In addition to the data sets generated from one partition
of the data base, multiple partitions were used to increase the number of data sets.
For data sets containing less than 100,000 key words, ten partitions were conducted4

while only three partitions were used for the data sets containing 100,000 key words
and above.

To calculate the storage requirement for a given data set, a trie was constructed
from the data set and for each level of the trie an estimate of the number of bytes to
store the top levels of the trie was added to a byte estimate for storing the subtries

as compressed tries5 and the level containing the minimal storage requirement was
selected as the result of the test set. To normalize the estimates each minimal estimate

is divided by the original size of the data set to get the cost of storing the data set as

a VLC trie. A cost of one means that the VLC trie needs exactly the same number
of characters as the original data set.6 A cost less than or greater than one means
respectively that less or more storage than the original data set was needed.

The average performance of the VLC trie on data sets from the WORDS data

base is given in �gure 4 while �gure 5 shows the results given data sets from the
NUMBERS data base. Included in these �gures are an upper and lower bound cost

estimates of the VLC trie. The di�erence between the upper and lower bound esti-
mates lies in how the storage requirement for the compressed subtries were calculated.

4Thus for the 10,000 key word data set results were collected for 10 partitions each of which

contain 35 test for a total of 350 test results.
5See [D�urre 93] for process of estimating storage requirements of compressed tries.
6Note: The end-of-string character is assumed to be part of each string in the original data set.
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Figure 4: Cost Performance of VLC Trie Structure on Subsets of WORDS.
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The lower bound VLC trie costs are obtained by assuming that all subtries can be

optimally compressed. The upper bound VLC trie costs are obtained by calculating

a guaranteed compression size for each subtrie that uses the fact that tries with a

speci�c characteristic can be identi�ed as being optimally compressible. The size used

for subtries with this characteristic is optimal while the size of subtries without this

characteristic is calculated by assuming a very basic compression that results in a gen-

erous compression size. The subtrie compression routine used for the non-optimally

compressible subtrie is such that an implementation of the VLC trie that compresses

the non-optimal subtries using any aggressive compression scheme will have a cost

that is between the upper and lower VLC costs.

The �gures include cost calculations for storing the data sets in a static binary

tree and a static B-Tree. The storage requirements for these data structures were

minimized for the comparison. Minimization for these structures was accomplished

primarily by requiring that node records contain an integer number of bytes while
�elds within the records are bit sequences using the smallest number of bits possible.
This means that if the �elds of a record need a total of 11 bits then the record size will
be 2 bytes. The storage requirements for the B-tree were additionally minimized by

searching the di�erent orders and choosing the order which resulted in the smallest
storage requirement. These structures are identi�ed as being static because in both
cases the number of bits assigned to pointers within these structures is limited.

The performance of the VLC trie is clearly better than that of both the static
binary tree and static B-tree. The VLC trie costs exhibit a decreasing cost to in-

creasing set size relationship in contrast to the increasing cost to increasing set size
relationship exhibited by the binary tree and B-tree structures. Speci�cally the upper
bound VLC trie costs, when dealing with English word data sets, decrease from 1.25
to 1.01 while for the 9-digit number data sets, the costs decrease from 0.67 to 0.50.
The lower bound VLC trie costs for English word data sets decrease from 1.24 to 0.78

while for the 9-digit number sets, the costs decrease from 0.67 to 0.44.

Conclusions

The VLC trie structure addresses the problem of excessive storage requirements
of the basic trie structure while maintaining the O(j W j) access time for key word W.

The VLC trie, when dealing with static data sets, substantially reduces the storage

requirements of a standard trie as well as out performing the best performance of
binary trees and B-trees. The trade o� for this performance is in the static nature
of the VLC trie. The VLC trie can index a data set with nearly the same number

of bytes as contained in the original data set and in some cases the indexing can be

accomplished with less than the number of bytes in the original data set.
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